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Topical Importance: progress is tirelessly moving forward, new phenomena 

and things are constantly appearing, which leads to the appearance of new 

words in the language. There is a need to study the processes of word formation 

as productive ways of replenishing the lexical dictionary of the Spanish 

language. 

Goals: The aim of the study is to study the neologisms that appear in the 

Spanish language, to investigate and analyze the main ways of forming 

neologisms in the Spanish language on the basis of Spanish newspapers of 

Internet  discourse. 

Tasks: To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set: 

1. Define the concept of neologism as a linguistic phenomenon and describe 

its characteristics. 

2. Consider the classification of neologisms. 

3. Describe the reasons for the emergence of new vocabulary. 

4. To study the methods of word formation of neologisms. 

5. Consider the use of neologisms in Internet news discourse. 

6. To analyze the word-formation models of neologisms in the Spanish 

Internet news discourse. 

7. Based on the analysis and the results obtained, create an electronic 

methodological guide. 

Theoretical value and practical applicability: This research can be used in the 

course of lexicology, in special courses on the theory and practice of 

intercultural communication, the theory of methods of teaching foreign 

languages and cultures, as well as the electronic methodological guide can be 

used by teachers in teaching Spanish, as well as those who want to study 

Spanish. 



Implementation advice: the results of the study can be used in teaching 

Spanish not only for students of linguistic faculties but also for anyone who 

wants to learn Spanish. The proposed electronic course of exercises “Los 

neologismos” on the Flipsnack platform includes exercises aimed at working 

out different types of speech activities. 


